RHONE WINE TASTING WORKSHOP
Tuesday April 10th @ 6PM
In Café Provence Private Dining Room, next to Center Street Bar
$30/person - Reservations are required
Domaine Triennes 'Sainte Fleur' Viognier
Intense nose of apricot, honeysuckle, white flowers and lavender honey. Aromas of peach and remarkable intensity and
dynamic. Organic grapes

Domaine de Couron Côtes du Rhône Viognier
Orange sherbet flavors with macadamia nut richness bring summer back in just one sip.

St. Cosme 'Little James Basket Press' White, Rhone Valley
An unconventional blend of Sauvignon Blanc and Viognier take center stage. This aromatic white combines the
freshness and acidity of Sauvignon Blanc with the flesh and depth of Viognier, creating a rare wine worthy of the masses.

Partrick Lesac "Bouquet ", Côtes du Rhône
It displays a dark ruby color, sweet black cherry fruit intermixed with hints of kirsch, underbrush/forest floor, licorice, and
spice, and a deep, full-bodied personality.

Domaine de Triennes "Saint-Auguste" Rouge, Provence
A ripe bouquet and flavors of plums and black cherries intermixed with cracked pepper and cloves. Dense, chewy and
velvet-textured . Organic grapes

Domaine des Miquettes Rouge, Saint-Joseph
100% Syrah. All harvesting is done by hand and the fermentations occur with natural yeasts and little or no
temperatureadjustments. Paul and Chrystelle were inspired to make wine in the ancient tradition in clay amphorae buried
in the earth.Wines are aged in buried clay jars they call Madloba (‘thank you’ in Georgian). Organic

St. Cosme Côtes du Rhône …WS-91………WS TOP 100 2016
100% Syrah. Incredible Côtes du Rhône with richness and depth, along with lovely blueberry and dark berry fruit.

Château de Ségriès Cuvée Réservée Rouge, Lirac
Deep blueberry and forest aromas precede the very long flavors of black cherry, bramble and black pepper. Muscular
and packed, finishes with drying tannins.

St. Cosme, Gigondas
70% Grenache, Syrah, Mourvèdre. Strawberry, violet, liquorice and pepper

Domaine Chante-Perdrix, Châteauneuf-du-Pape
A symphony of vibrant dark berry fruits, plums and cassis, with classic pepper on the velvety smooth finish.

